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Abstract: 
Food crops exhibited different traits of agronomic importance. Chickpea is one such food crops which preferred in 

Asia; being major source of protein after milk. Chickpea being self-pollinated crop hence is supposed to display 

little genetic variation. A number of both protein and DNA based markers are available for the effective 

quantification of genetic variations in plant genomes. The protein based markers having sizable limitations hence, 

DNA based markers are more suitable as a choice. Thus genetic marker assisted selection is becoming a more 

reliable current trend in the modern day agriculture. Such DNA markers are fingerprints of a species in revealing 

polymorphism at molecular level. Molecular techniques using DNA polymorphism has increasingly been used to 

characterize and identify a novel germplasm for use in the crop enhancement programs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Legume grains occupy an important place in human 

nutrition because of being low in fat and rich in 

proteins, complex hydrocarbons, and minerals [1] 

exhibiting lower glycaemic index compared to other 

starchy foods. In addition, they contain a rich variety 

of phytochemicals, including phytosterols, natural 

antioxidants and bioactive compounds [2]. 

Epidemiological and intervention studies indicate that 

legume consumption is inversely associated with the 

risk of coronary heart disease [3] type II diabetes 

mellitus [4] and obesity [5]. Consumption of legumes 

also results in lower LDL cholesterol and higher 

HDL cholesterol [6]. 

Chickpea, pigeonpea and mungabean are the major 

cash pulse crops that are used as the sources of 

dietary protein. Chickpea seed, in particular, is the 

most preferred protein legume for its palatability and 

pliability [7]. Chickpea is a good source of 

carbohydrates and protein. Further, it has certain 

medicinal properties and is also used as an 

aphrodisiac, in treating bronchitis, catarrh, cutamenia, 

cholera, constipation, diarrhea, dyspepsia, flatulence, 

snakebite, sunstroke and warts [8]. The chickpea 

grains are rich in minerals and vitamins [9]. It also 

constitutes a good source of livestock feed. Apart 

from dietary benefits to both human and liverstock, it 

is very useful in the management of soil fertility due 

to its nitrogen fixation ability [10]. Ever increasing 

population pressures, an urgent and increased need to 

catalogue the available genotype of the majority of 

food crops; this includes chickpea. The genotype 

manipulation will go a long way in maintaining the 

food security of added mouth to feed [11]. 

Molecular markers have proved to be valuable tools 

in the characterization and evaluation of genetic 

diversity within and between species and populations. 

A number of DNA based markers are now available 

for the effective quantification of genetic variation in 

plant species. A DNA marker may be defined as an 

assay for the detection of polymorphism in DNA 

sequence between samples. A number of different 

DNA marker systems have been described [12] most 

of which now rely on the sensitivity and specificity of 

the polymerase chain reaction [12]. DNA markers 

offer the advantages of being applicable to any 

developmental stage and any tissue of the plant, and 

of producing results that are independent of 

environment. Various types of molecular markers are 

utilized to evaluate DNA polymorphism and are 

generally classified as hybridization-based markers 

and polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based markers. 

In the former, DNA profiles are visualized by 

hybridizing the restriction enzyme-digested DNA to a 

labeled probe, which is a DNA fragment of known 

origin or sequence. PCR-based markers involve in  

 

vitro amplification of particular DNA sequences or 

loci, with the help of specifically or arbitrarily chosen 

oligonucleotide sequences (primers) and a thermo-

stable DNA polymerase enzyme. The amplified 

fragments are separated electrophoretically and 

banding patterns are detected by using methods such 

as staining and autoradiography. 

 

TYPES OF DNA MARKERS 

Randomly-Amplified Polymorphic DNA Markers 

(RAPD) 

 Welsh and McClelland [13] developed a new PCR-

based genetic assay namely randomly amplified 

polymorphic DNA (RAPD). This procedure detects 

nucleotide sequence polymorphisms in DNA using a 

single primer of arbitrary nucleotide sequence. In this 

reaction, a single species of primer anneals the 

genomic DNA at two different sites on 

complementary strands of DNA template. If these 

priming sites are within an amplifiable range of each 

other, a discrete DNA product is formed through 

thermo cyclic amplification. On an average, each 

primer directs amplification of several discrete loci in 

the genome, making the assay useful for efficient 

screening of nucleotide sequence polymorphism 

between individuals [14]. However, due to the 

stochastic nature of DNA amplification with random 

sequence primers, it is important to optimize and 

maintain consistent reaction conditions for 

reproducible DNA amplification. These are dominant 

markers and hence have limitations in their use as 

markers for mapping, which can be overcome to 

some extent by selecting those markers that are 

linked in coupling [15]. RAPD assay has been used 

by several groups as efficient tool for identification 

of markers linked to agronomically important traits, 

which are introgressed during the development of 

near isogenic lines. The application of RAPDs and 

their related modified markers in variability analysis 

and individual specific genotyping has largely been 

carried out, but is less popular due to problems such 

as poor reproducibility faint or fuzzy products, and 

difficulty in scoring bands, leading to inappropriate 

inferences. 

 

Sequence Characterized Amplified Regions for 

Amplification of Specific Band (SCAR)  
Michelmore [16] and Martin [17] introduced this 

technique wherein the RAPD marker termini are 

sequenced and longer primers are designed (22–24 

nucleotide bases long) for specific amplification of a 

particular locus. These are similar to STS markers 

[18]  in construction and application. The presence or 

absence of the band indicates variation in sequence. 

These are better reproducible than RAPDs.  SCARs 
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are usually dominant markers, however, some of 

them can be converted into co-dominant markers by 

digesting them with tetra cutting restriction enzymes 

and polymorphism can be deduced by either 

denaturing gel electrophoresis. Compared to arbitrary 

primers, SCARs exhibit several advantages in 

mapping studies (co-dominant SCARs are 

informative for genetic mapping than dominant 

RAPDs), map-based cloning as they can be used to 

screen pooled genomic libraries by PCR, physical 

mapping, locus specificity, etc. SCARs also allow 

comparative mapping or homology studies among 

related species, thus making it an extremely 

adaptable concept in the near future. 

Cleaved Amplified Polymorphic Sequences 

(CAPs) 

These polymorphic patterns are generated by 

restriction enzyme digestion of PCR products. Such 

digests are compared for their differential migration 

during electrophoresis [19]. PCR primer for this 

process can be synthesized based on the sequence 

information available in databank of genomic or 

cDNA sequences or cloned RAPD bands. These 

markers are co-dominant in nature. 

 

Randomly Amplified Microsatellite 

Polymorphisms (RAMPO) 

In this PCR-based strategy, genomic DNA is first 

amplified using arbitrary (RAPD) primers. The 

amplified products are then electrophoretically 

separated and the dried gel is hybridized with 

microsatellite oligonucleotide probes. Several 

advantages of oligonucleotide fingerprinting [20], 

RAPD [21] and microsatellite-primed PCR [22] are 

thus combined, viz., the speed of the assay, the high 

sensitivity, high level of variability detected and the 

non-requirement of prior DNA sequence information 

[23]. This technique has been successfully employed 

in the genetic fingerprinting of tomato, kiwi fruit and 

closely-related genotypes of D. bulbifera [23]. 

 

Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism 

(AFLP) 

A recent approach adopted by Zabeau [24] known as 

AFLP. It is a technique based on the detection of 

genomic restriction fragments by PCR amplification 

and can be used for DNAs of any origin or 

complexity. The fingerprints are produced, without 

any prior knowledge of sequence, using a limited set 

of generic primers. The number of fragments 

detected in a single reaction can be ‘tuned’ by 

selection of specific primer sets. AFLP technique is 

reliable since stringent reaction conditions are used 

for primer annealing. This technique therefore 

ingenious combines RFLP and PCR techniques [25] 

and is extremely useful in detection of polymorphism 

between closely related genotypes. AFLP analysis 

depicts unique fingerprints regardless of the origin 

and complexity of the genome. Most AFLP 

fragments correspond to unique positions on the 

genome and hence can be exploited as landmarks in 

genetic and physical mapping [26]. AFLPs are 

extremely useful as tools for DNA fingerprinting [27] 

and also for cloning and mapping of variety specific 

genomic DNA sequences [28]. Similar to RAPDs, the 

bands of interest obtained by AFLP can be converted 

into SCARs. Therefore, AFLP provides a newly 

developed, important tool and finds a variety of 

applications. 

 

Expressed Sequence Tag Markers (EST) 

This term was introduced by [29]. Such markers are 

obtained by partial sequencing of random cDNA 

clones. Once generated, they are useful in cloning 

specific genes of interest and synteny mapping of 

functional genes in various related organisms. ESTs 

are popularly used in full genome sequencing and 

mapping programmes underway for a number of 

organisms and for identifying active genes thus 

helping in identification of diagnostic markers. 

Moreover, an EST that appears to be unique helps to 

isolate new genes. EST markers are identified to a 

large extent for rice, Arabidopsis, etc, wherein 

thousands of functional cDNA clones are being 

converted in to EST markers [30]. 

 

Single Strand Conformation Polymorphism 

(SSCP) 

This is a powerful and rapid technique for gene 

analysis particularly for detection of point mutations 

and typing of DNA polymorphism [31]. SSCP can 

identify heterozygosity of DNA fragments of the 

same molecular weight and can even detect changes 

of a few nucleotide bases as the mobility of the single 

stranded DNA changes with change in its GC content 

due to its conformational change. To overcome 

problems of reannealing and complex banding 

patterns, an improved technique called asymmetric-

PCR SSCP was developed [32], wherein the 

denaturation step was eliminated and a large-sized 

sample could be loaded for gel electrophoresis, 

making it a potential tool for high throughput DNA 

polymorphism. It was found useful in the detection of 

heritable human diseases. In plants, however, it is not 

well developed although its application in 

discriminating progenies can be exploited, once 

suitable primers are designed for agronomically 

important traits [33]. 

 

 

Application of Molecular Markers in Plant 

Genome Analysis   and Breeding 
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Molecular markers have been looked upon as tools 

for a large number of applications ranging from 

localization of a gene to improvement of plant 

varieties by marker assisted selection. They have also 

become extremely popular markers for phylogenetic 

analysis adding new dimensions to the evolutionary 

theories. Genome analysis based on molecular 

markers has generated a vast amount of information 

and a number of databases are being generated. 

 

Mapping and Tagging Of Genes 

Plant improvement, either by natural selection or 

through the efforts of breeders, has always relied 

upon creating, evaluating and selecting the right 

combination of alleles. Molecular markers are 

routinely used to trace valuable alleles in a 

segregating population and mapping. These markers 

once mapped enable dissection of the complex traits 

into component genetic units more precisely [34] thus 

providing breeders with new tools to manage these 

complex units more efficiently in a breeding 

program. The very first genome map in plants was 

reported in maize [35], followed by rice [36] and 

Arabidopsis [37] etc. using RFLP markers. Maps 

have since then been constructed for several other 

crops like potato, barley, banana, members of 

Brassicaceae, etc [38]. Once mapped, these markers 

are efficiently employed in tagging several individual 

traits that are extremely important for a breeding 

programme like yield, disease resistance, stress 

tolerance, seed quality, etc. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The crop improvement using biotechnological PCR 

based tools assist in overcoming the challenges of 

increasing the crop yields [39]. Novel genetic 

technologies employ several molecular marker 

techniques, which permit establishment of linkage 

maps in crop plants [40]. These linkage maps also 

assist plant/crop breeders in the identification and 

characterization of genetic variability [41]. Molecular 

markers have large number of applications ranging 

from localization of gene to improvement of these 

plant varieties through marker assisted selection 

(MAS). Such studies therefore, are extremely useful 

for phylogenetic analysis. Hence add new dimensions 

to the evolutionary understanding. The objectives of 

a breeder are to develop cultivars of high with yield 

an enhance protein content through application of 

recent tools available under biotechnology. 
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